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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Statistical Institute of Catalonia (hereinafter, IDESCAT), created in 1989, launched 

an ambitious program in 2013 to renew its statistical production processes and the output 

of statistics (dissemination model) whose ultimate objective is to create an integrated 

information system. This project has been called Cerdà Platform Project. 

The existing dissemination model was based on the generation of databases and end 

products and applications based on a stove pipe production model. Statistics offered to 

users were in formatted data tables calculated and preset. Information crossings were 

limited to those planned by statisticians and users had to deal with different interfaces. On 

the other hand, the website of the Idescat needed updating, not only at the level of usability 

by the organization of its contents and navigation but also in technology, as more and more 

users tend to use statistical information across different devices that require adapting data 

automatically to all formats. This organization, which proved very useful in the past, has 

become an unsustainable model difficult to adapt to the challenges involved in the new 

information era. 

The new Cerdà Platform is a technological framework to manage and host an integrated 

information system of statistical information based on administrative registers that 

pretends to change the traditional model and to successfully meet the challenges of  the 

new information society of the XXI century. This technological project, in combination 

with the Qualitas Project -an IDESCAT’s adaptation of GSBPM (Generic Statistical 

Business Process Model)- it is not only a major challenge for the modernization of 

statistical production (aspect not included in this communication) but an excellent 

opportunity to renew the dissemination architecture model. 

Migration of all existing statistical information produced to the new platform would be a 

project in the medium and long term. The real challenge was to reconcile the new model 

with the existing one without incurring additional difficulties for end users. The solution 

finally chosen is not only technological. 

This communication summarizes what was the starting point, the strategy and the various 

projects that have been faced in order to adapt the new with the existing dissemination 

architecture model. 
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2. STRATEGY 

The new dissemination model took as a reference point the conclusions of the master plan 

of Cerdà Platform: a single database broadcast with a single data visualization interface 

for all DESCAT’s statistics and all dissemination channels. And, according to information 

gathered during the analysis process, the model was completed with additional 

requirements: a single thematic organization; a centralized, flexible, automated and 

sustainable management tool; and a channel for open data (API). 

The challenge was how to change the paradigm and simultaneously reconcile the existing 

broadcast system with the newly created without affecting the day to day running of the 

Institute. The answer to what to do with the existing system dissemination architecture was 

clear: IDESCAT could not delay the introduction of improvements in the existing system. 

On one hand, because users were already suffering some of the limitations of the system 

and, secondly, because there were too many external uncertainties: the construction project 

of the Cerdà Platform could be delayed by budgetary constraints, content migration could 

suffer slower schedule, etc. The construction of Cerdà Platform should be done in parallel 

to the improvement of the existing system but using the same user’s interface. 

From this position five strategic decisions were made to guide the project: 

1. The existing dissemination system should be transformed and aligned with the proposed 

Cerdà Platform. Any decision taken should serve both systems. 

2. Existing dissemination databases should be migrated to a single repository that could 

broadcast in parallel to that offered by the new Platform.  

 

3. The dissemination of statistics should be managed by a centralized system using 

metadata. 

4. All statistics should be offered as open data using API and JSON-Stats protocol. 

5. High priority should be given to the modernization of the Idescat website: new 

architecture and navigation; pyramidal access to information; single data visualization 

interface enabling the display of graphics data and maps; and getting a whole responsive 

website. 

 

3. PROJECTS INVOLVED 

The projects undertaken cover six different areas:  

 Creation of a new dissemination database. 

 Definition of a pyramidal organization of the statistical information. 

 Introduction of a new metadata management system. 

 Creation of a brand new unique data visualization interface.  

 Technological Web improvements  

 API for open data. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

The creation and implementation of the Cerdà Platform has been an excellent opportunity 

to update the management model of statistical dissemination in IDESCAT. The resulting 

system is better suited to the way people consume information today and also allows more 

efficient management by Idescat’s statisticiens. 

Idescat offers a new way to search and download statistics. Users can use a new interface 

that allows them to get the results in the amount and in the format that best suits them 

according to each case. Idescat’s website may be used in a much more intuitive and usable 

form, thanks to a better thematic organization of contents and to a much more usable 

navigation. In addition, all pages and data can be accessed from any device. Moreover, to 

ensure that all public statistics in Catalonia can be reused Idescat in the forefront of 

openness and transparency of the public administration to citizens. 

At the level of internal management, improvements have also been very remarkable. On 

one hand, the new metadata system (QCOE) allows central management, that controls the 

full lifecycle of all statistical operations including its final display on the web. On the other 

hand, the reunification of databases, standardization of processes and unification of 

thematic criteria greatly simplify management tasks and maintenance of information 

systems. 

The decision to align the existing dissemination system with the new Cerdà Platform 

seems to have been a strategic success that has allowed users to benefit immediately from 

the new model without waiting for a long migration process. With this new dissemination 

architecture model, Idescat is now in a better position to face the challenges of official 

statistics in the near future. Now, it seems easier to accommodate new strategic projects, 

e. g. big data. 

 


